
Terms and Conditions

 1. Client assumes all responsibilities for obtaining any necessary permission, clearance permits, etc., which may be required for Broken Star Pro-
ductions* to videotape the event, public or private. The Client agrees to indemnify and hold Broken Star Productions* harmless for any loss, damage, or 
liability for infringement of any rights arising from the use or sale of tapes the client hires Broken Star Productions* to produce, edit, or duplicate.
 2. Broken Star Productions* reserves the right to use videos for display, publication or other purposes. All video masters and raw footage remain the 
exclusive property of Broken Star Productions*. Broken Star Productions recognizes the importance of privacy and will gladly restrain from sharing footage 
if asked prior to the filming date. Any and all footage will be held for archiving purposes up to 3 months after the date of the event.
 3. The client has critically viewed samples of Broken Star Production’s video work and hereby grants full editorial and production control to Broken 
Star Productions* regarding all aspects of the production and post-production services for the event. In the event a particular segment of the event is 
either not recorded, partially recorded, or not a part of the edited master tape, it is at the sole discretion of Broken Star Productions* as the exclusive pro-
ducer of the event video recording. The client agrees that the final edit will be a minimum of 4 minutes in length up to a maximum of 8 minutes in length. 
Changes requested to the final video after delivery to client are charged at a rate of $50 per hour.
 4. A maximum of 2 songs will be used. It is not guaranteed that the entirety of any songs chosen will be played. If no songs are chosen Broken Star 
Productions* will have full discretion in regards to song choice. Any and all music used must be fully licensed.
 5. A fifty percent (50%) deposit is required at the time of confirmation of services, this deposit amount is included in the agreed upon price for the 
event. With the exception of the deposit, full payment is required on or before the date of the event.
 6. Travel costs and accommodations will be billed to the client if the event takes place more than an hour of driving distance from Broken Star Pro-
ductions office in Truro. Travel costs include but are not limited to gas, bridge tolls and highway tolls.
 7. Broken Star Productions* will do everything in its power to provide the finished edit within 6-8 weeks after the day of the event. In the event of 
unforeseen circumstances (including but not limited to illness, accident, acts of nature and other catastrophes, or uncontrollable and unforeseeable equip-
ment failure) this date may be extended until such a time that Broken Star Productions* can reasonable continue services.
 8. The Client reserves the right to terminate the contract for any reason at any time up until 14 days prior to the event. Should the client terminate the 
contract before the given time period, all money paid less the deposit will be refunded. Should the client terminate the contract between 14 days prior and 
the day of the event, payment must be made in full.
 9. If Broken Star Productions* fails to comply with the terms of this agreement due to any event or at beyond the control of Broken Star Productions*, 
including but not limited to illness, accident, acts of nature and other catastrophes, or uncontrollable and unforeseeable equipment failure, Broken Star 
Production’s liability is limited only to a refund of all monies received.

* Broken Star Productions refers to and includes Dylan Langille and any other hired assistant.

Names of Couple __________________________________________________  Event Date  _____________

Phone __________________________________Email ___________________________________________

Preparations Address(es) ____________________________________________ Start Time _____________

Ceremony Address _________________________________________________ Start Time _____________

Reception Address  _________________________________________________ Start Time _____________

Mailing Address (to ship raw footage USB) ____________________________________

Client Signature ___________________________________________________________________________

   Base Price $1150

4-8 minute highlight video
10 hrs on site
15 hrs editing
1-2 songs of the couples choosing
(must be able to obtain lisensing for music used)
Finished video uploaded to Vimeo, easily sharable
6-8 week turn around
50% deposit required to confirm booking.

Add Ons:
__ All raw footage on USB $200
__ Full uncut ceremony video (dedicated camera) $50
__ Additional Hours of Filming $50/hr

Travel Cost: _____________
(if required)
Accommodations: ________
(if required)

Total Price:  ____________

Broken Star Productions
brokenstarproductions.ca

Dylan Langille - Truro, Nova Scotia
dylan@brokenstarproductions.ca

902 497 6186

Wedding Highlight Video Contract


